In Ref.
In Ref. [1] , Onari et al. studied the nonmagnetic impurity effects on the sign-changing s-wave state (s ± ) in the Fe-based superconductors and claimed: (1) the orbital-less model such as a band basis model has no impurity pair breaking effect in the unitary limit; (2) however, the model with the orbital degree of freedom can have the impurity pair breaking effect as strong as in the nodal-gap superconductors, therefore the presence of the orbital degree of freedom is essential to describe the correct impurity effects. In this comment, we point out that the claims (1) and (2) are incorrect conclusions and show that both the band basis model and the orbital basis model have the same pair breaking effect and the presence or absence of the orbital degree of freedom is irrelevant for the impurity effects.
The authors of Ref. [1] showed that the T -matrix in the band basisT b always becomes band diagonal when the impurity potential strength I → ∞, hence the pair breaking interband scattering process vanishes. The reasoning for this is that the diagonal terms inT b are always higher order in I than the offdiagonal terms. The error has occurred because Ref. [1] didn't subtract the bare impurity potentialÎ b fromT b , which would cause only the chemical potential shift and should be absorbed into the redefined chemical potential. With this subtraction, the diagonal and off-diagonal terms inT b always become the same order in I, therefore there is a pair breaking in the band basis T -matrix for all values of I.
Then the authors of Ref. [1] introduced a five orbital model with an impurity potentialÎ o = Iδ j,l that is orbital diagonal and momentum independent. As the authors showed, this potential can be transformed into the band basis via an unitary transformation as U †Î o U =Î b . Through the unitary transformation, the momentum independence ofÎ o continues to survive inÎ b and it means that the intraband and interband scattering terms inÎ b are equal strength [3]. Therefore we can use the band basis impurity formalism of Ref. [2] where the equal strength of the intraband and interband impurity scattering was assumed for simplicity, and every results of Ref. [1] can be reproduced, clearly demonstrating that the presence or absence of the orbital degree of freedom is irrelevant for the impurity effects contrary to the main claim of Ref. [1] .
The mapping of the particle-hole asymmetric five orbital model of Ref.
[1] to the particle-hole symmetric two band model of Ref. [2] only needs to estimate the renormalized impurity potential I ef f due to the particle-hole asymmetry and the total density of states N tot . The particle-hole asymmetry yields non-zero g 3 (ω) [4] which enters in the combination of (I −1 − g 3 ), hence it only renormalizes the bare impurity po- tential I to the effective one I ef f as I
. g 3 is weakly frequency dependent and we can easily read off g 3 (ω = 0) ≈ 1eV −1 from the fact that I = 1eV produced the maximum impurity scattering effect, i.e. I ef f = ∞ in Ref. [1] . Now we obtain I ef f (I = 1, ∞, −2, −1eV ) = ∞, 1, −1.5, and −2eV , respectively, and understand the non-monotonous relation between the pair breaking effect and the values of I in Ref. [1] .
With I ef f (I) and choosing πN tot = 0.8/eV as a fitting parameter, we calculated the T c suppression due to the non-magnetic impurities for the s ± -wave state using the two band model of Ref. [2] , where the impurity potential strength is parameterized by the phase shift parameter c defined as 1 c = πN tot I ef f . We obtained |c|(I = 1, ∞, −2, −1eV ) = 0, 1.25, 1.875, and 2.5, respectively. Figure.1 shows the comparison between our calculations and the results of the five orbital model of Ref. [1] . Two data sets closely track each other. This result demonstrates the equivalence of the band basis model and the orbital basis model and the irrelevance of the presence or absence of the orbital degree of freedom for the impurity effects in the Fe-based superconductors.
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